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We will discuss…

☯ Sustainable consumption as an emerging 
field of inquiry

☯Academic responses

☯Practices and innovations towards future



☯ Sustainable consumption as an 
emerging field of inquiry



社会系统和生态系统之间的关系
Interrelations between social systems and ecosystems

Societies (社会经济系统）
(socio-economic production/consumption

systems)

Ecosystems （生态系统）
(environmental production/consumption 

Systems)
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(SENCE, BY Shijun Ma and 
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中国复合生态系统理论 (马世骏，
王如松, 1984)
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Environmental flows going through complex ecosystems 

生产Production:

- By sector, size, locations, 

ownership, etc.

消费Consumption:

- multi-actors, multi-levels, 

multi-contexts, multi-practices, 

multi-interpretations, etc.

治理空间 Space of governance

地方
local

全球
global

环境流
environmental  flows



Globalization of Environmental Flows & Politics

Environmental Flows (working definition):

“The combination of ‘material flows’ in natural-sciences-

based literature and ‘non-material flows’ in the 

sociological literature, focusing on the networks, 

arrangements, and infrastructures that constitute and 

govern different sorts of environmental flows, rather than 

the material dimensions of environmental flows as such 

or in isolation” (Spaargaren, et al, p. 5).



Globalization of Environmental Flows & Politics 

Examples:

- Raw materials

- Timber/ fiber/ wood products

- Fish/ seafood

- Whaling

- Trade in endangered species

- Bio-prospecting

- Manufactured goods

- Toxic waste

- Air pollution/ haze

- Climate change

- People

- Services

- Culture

- Images

- Information

- Money

- Investments

- Capital

- Etc.

Natural flows Social flows
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Christmas is coming: The world's largest container ship, the CMA CGM Marco Polo, arrived at 
Southampton with thousands of Christmas presents on board, Dec. 10, 2012





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OaGp5_Sfbss

https://www.bilibili.com/video/av32501750
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e.g. Amazon rainforest



What is sustainable consumption? a 
matter of (re)framing

Define SC by clarifying what SC is not about:

Green consumption?    Durable goods?              

Low-carbon?   Peer production?/mass collaboration? 

Sharing/renting/redistribution goods and services? 

Sustainable lifestyle?        Consume less? Consume 

differently? De-growth? Simple healthy life?

…

It is impossible to talk about sustainable 

consumption in general. Without differentiation and 

specification of the target groups and the social 

practices, conclusions on consumers traits can 

hardly support any effective policy making.



⮚ consumption and production levels are a primary 

determinant of GHG-emission levels. 

⮚ infrastructure and capacity building investments 

needed in the coming decades will limit the room for 

consumptive emissions. 

⮚ improving the standard of living of the world’s poor 

will require increased consumption of energy and 

materials and a global rebalancing of consumption 

opportunities. 

“Why achieving the Paris Agreement requires reduced 

overall consumption and production” (Eva Alfredsson 

et al., 2018)



中国的消费增长 SCP in China

Annual per capita consumption expenditures between 2000 and 2015
(Data source: China Statistical Yearbook, 2001-2016; the prices are corrected for inflation, 

taking 1985 as the base year. Zhang and Liu, 2019) 



Questions/

Comments?

(Source: World Business Council on Sustainable Development - Sustainable Lifestyles Program

The GoodLife 2.0 Playbook - US Edition - May 2017)



☯ Academic and policy responses



How to study? Theories, concepts and methods

Social 

practice 

transitions

Multi-disciplinary Trans-disciplinary

Micro-level Macro-level



Social causes of environmental degradation: micro-analyses

To treat structure and culture more or 

less as a ‘given’ (as an ‘external 

variable’ one good say) and pay 

special attention to the attitudes and 

behaviour of concrete individuals, to 

explain why environmental problems 

come about.



The specific outlook of micro-level 
analyses

• “If all members of society would apply in their 

homes energy efficient light-bulbs, the CO2-

emissions related to domestic energy would 
be substantially reduced”

• “If all people would be selective on the 

packages of products and also refuse plastic 

bags for taking home their shopping's, this 

would reduce the problem of domestic waste 
considerably etc. 



Why do individual micro-actions not deliver the 
expected results at the aggregate/ macro-level?

1. ‘cultural’ explanations

• People do not know about the environmental consequences of 

their behaviours, hence we must provide them with more and 

more adequate information in this respect

• People have set their individual priorities in a wrong way, hence 

we must raise their awareness in a way that environmental 

considerations are given relatively more weight when compared 
with other priorities

• In sum: the ‘environmental attitudes’ of the people are too low, 

and by changing the attitudes into a more environmental friendly 

direction, there will also result more environmental friendly 

behaviours of the people. 



Research in the Attitude - Behavior 
Tradition: ± 1970 – 1990
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Why do micro-action not deliver the expected 
results at the aggregate/ macro-level?

2. ‘structural’ explanations

• There are different dynamics at work on the 
micro-level when compared to the macro-
level 

• What appears to be ‘rational’ from an 
individual point of view is not necessarily 
‘rational’ from the perspective of the 
collectivity or group.



可持续消费研究的三大阶段（1995-）
Three Waves of Sustainable Consumption Research (1995–Present)

This part of review is based on presentation by M. Cohen on March 2, 2016 at 

Research Institute for Humanity and Nature (RIHN), Kyoto. 
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based on presentation by M. Cohen on March 2, 2016 at 

Research Institute for Humanity and Nature (RIHN), Kyoto. 



Sustainable Consumption Research (~2008‒2015)
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Sustainable Consumption (~2015–Present): Post-consumerism?
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Characteristics of Practices

(def.) Shared ways of ‘doings and sayings’

🞇 Highly routinized and taken for granted

🞇 Performed by members/participants who possess 

knowledge and skills which are relevant to the 

practice 

🞇 ‘Governed’ by Teleo-Affective Structures (TAS)

🞇 Material elements/components are (co) constitutive 

parts of practices 

🞇 Practices are situated in time-space

Practices defined



Structures
Social practices

Actors/agents

shopping 

leisure

..….

traveling 
Rules 

and 

Resourc

es

The Lifestyle-Social Practice model 

Discursive 

& Practical 

Consciousn

ess

Strategic conduct analysis

(Spaargaren et al., 2010)

Institutional Analysis



☯Practices and innovations 

towards future



Pictures from: 
Envisioning Low-Carbon Sustainable 
Lifestyles Project
under the Sustainable Lifestyles and Education programme of the UN-led One Planet Network.



Pictures from project: Envisioning Future Low-Carbon Lifestyles and Transitioning Instruments Project “, 

implemented by IGES and One Earth under the Sustainable Lifestyles and Education programme of the 

UN-led One Planet Network.



Pictures from project “Envisioning Sustainable Lifestyles”

The Lilypad by Vincent Callebaut

https://inhabitat.com/lilypad-floating-cities-in-the-age-of-global-warming/


Pictures from project “Envisioning Sustainable Lifestyle”

https://archello.com/project/2050-paris-smartcity



Pictures from project “Envisioning Sustainable Lifestyle”



Pictures from project “Envisioning Sustainable Lifestyle”



Pictures from project “Envisioning Sustainable Lifestyle”



Pictures from project “Envisioning Sustainable Lifestyle”



Pictures from project “Envisioning Sustainable Lifestyle”



Pictures from project “Envisioning Sustainable Lifestyle”



Pictures from project “Envisioning Sustainable Lifestyle”



Pictures from project “Envisioning Sustainable Lifestyle”



Pictures from project “Envisioning Sustainable Lifestyle”



Nihuan and her 

green lifestyle

(Source: Shi, H. and L. Zhang, 2006)



Beijing Farmer’s Market



Alibaba Group

Ant Forest program:

3 years, 500 million 

participants contributed 

to the planting of 100 

million trees.



NEOBox is a green 

packaging solution suppler 

for logistics. In this APP, 

consumers can choose this 

green packaging solution. 



Group Work:

Sustainable life stories – group exercise creating 

sustainable living timeline with a created persona 

from the future。

















This presentation is mainly based on our cooperations, discussions 

and exchanges online and offline within the network of 

SCORAI/SCORAI China. 

本报告内容主要基于“全球可持续消费研究和行动倡议

”/SCORAI网络以及SCORAI CHINA 中的合作研究、线上线下讨论

交流的总结。



http://www.scorai.org可持续消费研究和行动倡议

Mission statement: The Sustainable Consumption Research and Action Initiative 

(SCORAI) is an international knowledge network of professionals working at the 

interface of material consumption, human well-being, and technological and cultural 

change.

SCORAI CHINA Working Group：
@ Dr Ning Wang， Professor,

Department of Sociology and Social Work, School of Sociology & Anthropology, Sun Yat-sen

University, Guangzhou

@ Dr. Dunfu Zhang，Professor, School of Sociology and Political Science, Shanghai University,

Shanghai

@ Dr. Lei Zhang， Associate professor, School of Environment and Natural Resources, Renmin

University of China, Beijing

@ Dr. Wenling Liu， Associate professor, School of Management and Economics, Beijing

Institute of Technology, Beijing



Source:  UNEP 2012 - GEO5



‘good life’

Within 
environmental 
limits



Source:  UNEP 2012 - GEO5



Future Earth was announced in June 2012 at the UN Conference on Sustainable 

Development (Rio+20). In 2014, a consortium based in five countries successfully bid 

to create Future Earth. In April 2015, the interim secretariat completed the handover to 

the permanent secretariat. Future Earth became fully operational at the end of 2015.

Future Earth builds on more than three decades of global environmental change 

research through the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), the International 

Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP), DIVERSITAS and the International Human 

Dimensions Programme on Global Environmental Change (IHDP).

We are sponsored by the Science and Technology Alliance for Global Sustainability, 

comprising the International Council for Science (ICSU), the International Social 

Science Council (ISSC), the Belmont Forum of funding agencies, the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the United Nations 

Environment Programme (UNEP), the United Nations University (UNU) and the World 

Meteorological Organization (WMO). See Governing Council for more information.

未来地球，知识行动网络 –可持续消费和生产系统



Thanks！
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